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MODULI SPACE OF ISOMETRIC PLURIHARMONIC IMMERSIONS OF KAHLER MANIFOLDS INTO INDEFINITE EUCLIDEAN SPACES

HlTOSHI FURUHATA
We classify isometric pluriharmonic immersions of a Kahler manifold into an indefinite Euclidean space. The moduli space of such immersions is explicitly constructed in terms of complex matrices. Some examples of these immersions are also given.
Introduction.
It has been a fundamental problem in the theory of minimal surfaces to determine the moduli spaces of isometric minimal immersions. An answer to this problem was given by Calabi [3] , and recently it is generalized to higher dimensional cases by the present author [8] . In fact, we prove that the moduli space of isometric minimal immersions of a simply connected Kahler manifold into a real Euclidean space can be constructed in an explicit way as a set of certain complex matrices.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the counterpart of this construction in the case that the ambient space is an indefinite Euclidean space. Namely, we shall construct a parametrization of the moduli space of isometric pluriharmonic immersions of a simply connected Kahler manifold into an indefinite real Euclidean space in terms of certain complex matrices, which are in fact determined by a full isometric holomorphic immersion of the Kahler manifold into an indefinite complex Euclidean space. The key ingredient of our construction is the pluriharmonicity of these immersions, which eventually enables us to classify them in a similar fashion as in the case of minimal surfaces. However, it should be remarked that isometric maximal immersions of Kahler manifolds into indefinite Euclidean spaces are not pluriharmonic in general, which contrasts with the fact that isometric minimal immersions of Kahler manifolds into Euclidean spaces are always pluriharmonic.
In their paper [1, 2] , Abe-Magid proved a rigidity theorem of indefinite complex submanifolds and a representation formula for maximal surfaces in terms of holomorphic curves and complex matrices. Our result can be regarded as a sequel to their work. This paper is organized as follows. After fixing our notation and terminologies, we recall in Section 2 a rigidity theorem of isometric holomorphic immersions of a Kahler manifold into indefinite complex Euclidean spaces. The precise statement of our classification theorem and its proof are given in Section 3. In Section 4 we illustrate some examples of isometric pluriharmonic immersions of Kahler manifolds into indefinite Euclidean spaces.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professors K. Kenmotsu and S. Nishikawa.
Preliminaries.
Let R$ +p denote a real vector space of dimension N + P endowed with the standard metric We say that an isometric immersion / : M -> Rj^+ Dajczer-Rodriguez [6] and Ferreira-Tribuzy [7] proved that for an isometric immersion / : M -> R p (= R p ) the same result is true with no restriction on the dimension P of the ambient Euclidean space.
The following proposition is the indefinite version of a result due to Dajczer-Gromoll [4] , which can be proved in the same way as in the positive definite case.
Proposition 2.3. For an isometric pluriharmonic immersion f : M
It is well-known by Calabi's rigidity theorem that an isometric holomorphic immersion of a Kahler manifold into a complex Euclidean space is rigid. The counterpart of this result in the indefinte case is given by the following.
Proposition 2.4.
Let We assume, throughout this section, that Λ4^ (M; R$ +p ) is not empty. Then it follows from Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 that there exists the shape Φ : M -> C£+ p of M. For Φ and integers N and P, we define V(Φ]N,P) to be the set of (n + p) x (n + p)-complex matrices satisfying the following conditions (PI) -(P4):
where (P4) means that the Hermitian matrix l npt Pl np P has (JV -n) negative eigenvalues and (P -p) positive eigenvalues.
First, we give another description of V(Φ; JV, P) for later use. 
and real numbers λi,... , λ n , μ l5 ... , μ p satisfying (P2 1 ) P = t t7diag(-λ lϊ ... ,-λ n ;μ 1? ... ,μ p )t/,
Proof. In order to see that P € P(Φ;iV, P) is diagonalized as in (P2 ; ), we inductively define subsets S 2n~^2j~^ (j = 1,... , n) of iϊ c (0, n, 0) and vectorŝ G ί 2 * 1 -^"-1 ) as follows. 1. We set Step j. We set 52n-(2i-l) . = 1^ = (α; _ ;0) e S 2n-(2j-3) . Consequently, we obtain vectors #i,... ,x n G iϊ c (0,n,0) such that txjPxk = -λ^i fc , ~λi < < -λ n < 0.
In a similar fashion we also obtain vectors x n+ i,... , x n +p G iί c (0,0,p) such that t , μi> >μ P >0.
It is immediate from these that P is diagonalized as in (P2'):
U~ι := (xi,... ,x n ;x n+ i ? ... ,x n+p ) G ί/(n) x -λi < < -λ n < 0 < μ p < < μi .
Now we note that
Then (P3) means that -(1 -λ?) < 0 and 1 -μ] > 0, which implies (P3') (P4) means that sign (l np -*Pl np ]p) = (n -(2n -N),p -(2p -P)), which is equivalent to (P4 ; ). Conversely, it is easy to see that matrices satisfying (PI) and (P2 We also have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. // an (N + P)x (n+p)-matrix S satisfies (S1),(S2) and (S3), then ^INPS belongs to V(Φ;N,P).
Proof.
Step 1. By (SI), 'Sl^pS satisfies (PI).
Step 2. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we obtain U e U(n) x U(p) such that ί SΊ iV pS = *ί7diag(--λ 1 ,... ,-λ n ;μ l5 ... ,μ p )U, -λi < < -λ n < 0 < μ p < < μi.
It follows from (S2) that -1 < -A x < 0 < μ λ < 1. In fact, let V G U(N,P) be a matrix such that Also, a similar argument applied to μi implies μ\ < 1. Consequently, t Sl NP S satisfies (P2 # ) and (P3 ; ) We proceed to prove that (S3) is equivalent to (P4').
Step 3A. Since -1 < -λ^ < 0 < μ^ < 1, we can choose complex numbers dj, 6j, Cj and dj so that Step 3C. (S3) holds if and only if rank (Ί\ , Ί\) = N and rank (Ψ 2 , T 2 ) = P.
In fact, rank ί^S') = N + P if and only if we can choose AT timelike vectors and P spacelike vectors from the image of (S, S). By Step 3B, this T, ΓJ, which means that rank (Ί\,Ί\) = N and rank ίΐ^ΐΠ = P.
Step 3D. rank Step 3A then implies^ that this is equivalent to 1 = λ x = = λ 2n _iv > A 2n _iv+i. The proof for T 2 is similar.
Step 3C combined with
Step 3D now implies that (S3) and (P4') are equivalent, which completes the proof of the lemma. t SlfsfpS belongs to V{Φ; JV, P). We then define the map T by which is well-defined by Lemma 3.3 2).
With these preparations, we obtain a parametrization of the moduli space of full isometric pluriharmonic immersions as follows. Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.3 (2) that T is injective.
To show that T is surjective, we claim that for each P G V(Φ] N, P) there exists an (N + P) x (n +p)-matrix S satisfying (SI), (S2) and (S3). First, by Lemma 3.1, there exist U G U(n,p) and A i 5 /Xj G R such that P = -l,.. , -1, -A 2n _7v +1 ,... ,-λ n ;l,... , I,μ 2p -p+i, 2n-N Choose complex numbers α^, 6^, Cj and c?j such that (3.3) holds for these and μj. Then we define an (TV + P) x (n +p)-matrix 5 by
It can be verified without difficulty that S satisfies (SI), (S2) and (S3), which together with Lemma 3.3 (1) implies that T is surjective. D
Before closing this section, we now consider the moduli space without assuming the fullness of immersions. Let Λ4 (M; Rj^+ P ) denote the set of O(iV, P)-congruence classes of isometric pluriharmonic immersions of a Kahler manifold M into Rj^+ P . Then we have
M (M;
In particular, we have
It should be remarked that M (M; R^+ P ) is not finite-dimensional in general, which contrasts with the fact that the moduli space is finite-dimensional in the positive definite case. In fact, it is not true that «M^(M;i2"(£,£,s)) is of finite dimension when Z > 1.
Examples.
In this section we illustrate some examples of pluriharmonic immersions. To sum up, in order to obtain (locally defined) pluriharmonic immersions into R^+ P , we only have to construct holomorphic immersions into C N+P satisfying the condition (4.1).
Example 4.3. Cone immersions. As an example, we shall construct pluriharmonic immersions of subsets of C 2 into R^. As remarked above, it suffices to define holomorphic immersions into C 1+4 satisfying the condition (4.1). Let C and D be simply connected domains of C. Suppose that φ : C -> C is a holomorphic function and φ : D -» C 1+4 is a holomorphic immersion such that It should be pointed out that we may use a class of complex ruled immersions obtained by as the above Φ, which provides us with a larger class containing cone immersions.
